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Today’s Agenda
Timing
5 minutes

Welcome and introductions by the team

10 minutes

Business continuity and purposeful resilience – what themes are we seeing in the
countries / industries where we are working?

10 minutes

Managing fast-changing risks – what are we seeing with regard to how organisations
are responding to the new risks they face?

10 minutes

Remote working challenges – what are we seeing in terms of threats, opportunities and
business continuity / resilience with regard to remote working?

10 minutes

The Information Security and Cyber situation – what are we seeing in APAC with
regard to information security + cyber risk?

10-15 minutes

Wrap-up and Q&A
Close
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Who we are…
Gareth Byatt
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

APAC Ambassador for the IRM, and is based in Sydney, Australia.
An independent Risk & Resilience consultant who owns Risk Insight Consulting.
Industries he works in include construction, infrastructure, mining, aviation, law and tech.
Previously held full-time senior risk roles in the international engineering and construction
sector, and has worked in project management for over 20 years.
Closely involved with Risk and Engineering Institutes in Australia and the UK
Visiting lecturer at the University of New South Wales (UNSW).
Author of newsletters, papers, articles and conference speaker + MC.

Saman Bandara
•
•

Saman Bandara is the partner and leader of financial services assurance practice and
forensics practice of EY Indochina which includes Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos, and is
based in Vietnam. He has 23+ years of experience of which 17+ years in Vietnam.
He is a Fellow of:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Institute of Chartered Accountant of Sri Lanka (FCA)
CPA Australia (FCPA)
Certified Charted Accountants of United Kingdom ( FCCA)
Certified Compliance & Ethics Professional ( CCEPI)

Technical Specialist of Institute of Risk Management of United Kingdom (SIRM).
Certified Member of the Association of Certified Fraud Examiners ( CFE).
Certified Member of Information System of Information Systems Audit and Control
Association ( CISA).
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Who we are…
Abhishek Paul
•
•
•

APAC Ambassador for the IRM, and is based in New Delhi, India.
Senior Risk Management Leader - Financial Services Sector.
Certified Member of the IRM with 13+ years of experience in the financial services industry,
encompassing core operational areas specializing in Risk Management, Controls Assurance
and Internal Governance.

Jason Qian
•

•
•

Jason Qian is Chief Risk Officer and Board Secretary of Lloyd’s Insurance Company (China)
Limited and Global Ambassador of Institution of Risk Management. He has been working
insurance industry for 20 years, covering life, P&C and reinsurance sectors. He has strong
experience in operational excellence, change management and enterprise risk management
implementation.
Jason has a BS in Finance, Antai College of Economics & Management, Shanghai Jiao Tong
University.
He is a Fellow, Life Management Institute (FLMI – LOMA).
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Who we are…
Hersh Shah
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CEO of the India Affiliate of Institute of Risk Management, UK and India Chairman of IRM
Regional Group, based in Mumbai, India.
Experience in delivering sessions in Enterprise Risk Management since the age of 21
and has educated over 2000+ students from varied backgrounds.
A Commerce Graduate, Chartered Accountant and an alumnus of IIM-Bangalore.
Technical Specialist (SIRM) elected by the Institute of Risk Management, UK.
Over 11 years of experience in audit and assurance, risk management, consulting and
corporate finance including structuring strategic alliances & partnerships with specific focus in
the education sector.
Previously associated with KPMG Risk Consulting where he worked around the world.
Set up and managed a microfinance NBFC within a large FS group.
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1. Business continuity and purposeful resilience

What themes are we seeing in the countries /
industries where we are working?
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2. Managing fast-changing risks

What are we seeing with regard to how
organisations are responding to the new risks
they face?
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3. Remote working challenges

What are we seeing in terms of threats, opportunities
and business continuity / resilience with regard to
remote
working?
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4. The Information Security and Cyber situation

What are we seeing in APAC with regard to
information security + cyber risk?
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Some links relating to our discussion
Supporting global recovery and resilience for customers and economies
https://www.lloyds.com/news-and-risk-insight/coronavirus-updates-hub/supporting-global-recovery-andresilience-for-customers-and-economies
Homeworking makes spilling corporate secrets all the easier
https://www.ft.com/content/9fdd9de9-00ea-4fd4-a558-6b43e8b774a3

McKinsey on remote working
https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/organization/our-insights/reimagining-the-postpandemic-workforce
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Some links relating to our discussion
Creating the office of the future (Strategy + Business)
https://www.strategy-business.com/article/Creating-the-office-of-the-future
A general take on the office by the Guardian (the Guardian)
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2020/jul/14/future-of-workplaces-covid-19-transform-office-life
The future of the office (CBRE)
https://www.cbre.com/the-future-of-the-office
Future of offices in a post-pandemic world (Arup)
https://www.arup.com/perspectives/publications/research/section/future-of-offices-in-a-post-pandemic-world
The six foot office (Cushman Wakefield)
https://www.cushmanwakefield.com/en/netherlands/six-feet-office
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Some links relating to our discussion
PwC readies facial recognition to monitor traders at home
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/business/2020/06/16/pwc-readies-facial-recognition-monitor-traders-home/
McKinsey on cyber risk
https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/risk/our-insights/a-dual-cybersecurity-mindset-for-the-next-normal
Coronavirus crisis brings increase in cyber attacks
https://cbs12.com/news/local/coronavirus-crisis-brings-increase-in-cyber-attacks
Cyber Resilient Business (accenture)
https://www.accenture.com/au-en/insights/cyber-security-index
WIRED on remaking cities
https://www.wired.com/story/pandemic-opportunity-remake-cities/?
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The IT and Cyber situation
An extract from the WEF Report: COVID-19 Risks Outlook (May 2020)

Source: the WEF
http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_COVID_19_Risks_Outlook_Special_Edition_Pages.pdf
APAC Regional Group
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Questions?
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Your questions
Question

Our thoughts

Will CoVID-19 change the way
organizations forecast new risks? Most
organizations did not foresee a pandemic
as a Key Risk that may impact them.

Jason:
I would say that the risk of a pandemic is not a new risk. In the annual Global Risk Report issued by the World
Economic Forum, pandemic risk has been listed among the top 10 global risks in terms of impact a couple of
times, including in the 2020 report released in early January. It was in the top 5 between 2007 and 2010.
Sometimes, we treat a risk as a new risk just because we did not think it would have (material) impact to us, and
then it turns out that it does (this is linked to cognitive biases that we have).
One potential reason for the gap is not having refreshed the business context when conducting a risk
assessment, in particular for catastrophic or major disruption scenarios.
The world is changing very fast, leading to a regularly changing business context. At the same time, supply chain,
or value chain of most of businesses has been broadly extended. It may not be sufficient to use subject matter
expert perspectives to conduct risk assessments process by process, piece by piece. It could be better, or
perhaps necessary, to perform a holistic analysis based on a genuine understanding of the whole value chain,
especially the critical parts impacting your organisation. In the COVID-19 case, the mobility of people, and what
people move, has been a critical factor. This has been seen in many cases to be key to business and
achievement of objectives (financial and others), for example, when service sectors are a large part of an
economy, and logistics has become critical to effectiveness and efficiency for the majority of sectors.
Another point would be balancing likelihood and impact when conducting a risk assessment. It is not easy for
such low-frequency-high-impact risks like a pandemic. My personal view is that sometimes impact is
underestimated. A suggestion would be to link an assessment of impact and the mitigation to vulnerability.
Understand your context, understand your vulnerability and build up capacity to protect your weaknesses. Focus
on what would be effective and do not worry too much about what and when exactly could happen leading to the
impact. For example, mobility is jeopardised by COVID-19 this time. Another event could be the outage of the
electricity grid. Focusing on disruption to mobility itself might be helpful to be more resilient no matter what
happens next. Hopefully this is something we can learn and consider from how we are dealing with COVID-19,
not only for forecasting future
risks,
but for Group
forecasting risks in the future.
APAC
Regional
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Your questions
Question

Our thoughts

Would remote working be a hurdle to
creating a Strong Risk Culture?

Abhi
I would say Yes and No both.
Yes, it can be a potential hurdle if people start finding a problem to every solution, as things may not be the same
as it was pre-COVID but if you look at it remote working is also an opportunity to do more. Change is never easy
and brings with it a need to step out of our comfort zone but that’s what risk management is also all about,
thinking outside the comfort zone.
No, if we realise that this is the closest we will get to a real risk event owning its impact to some extent and how
we adopted measures to fight it together, if we had not supported the social distancing norms and use of personal
protection the pandemic could have taken a worse shape. In a way we have already exhibited what a strong risk
culture should look like by showing a global resilience to the pandemic even if that meant resorting to extreme
measures and adopting remote working completely.

Jason, do you foresee an increase in
demand for Individual Cyber and
Reputation Insurance given the surge in
remote / digital working?

Jason
In the short term, we have already seen an increasing demand for cyber insurance. However, I personally would
see it as a ‘make up’ for gaps that exists, and perhaps a reaction to ‘the cyber enemy at the gates’.
Bear in mind that insurance is just one of the options in managing risks, and that the understanding of cyber risks
and possible solutions is still evolving, which could be more comprehensive in the ‘new normal’.
Personally, I would say people want solutions for cyber risks, and related reputational risks, How such insurance
develops will be subject to the collaboration of many stakeholders, such as underwriters, actuaries, solicitors, IT
experts, clients, governments and overall society.

All said, existing cyber insurance products can work.
Future needs could well turn out to be much bigger than what has been provided to date.
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Your questions
Question

Our thoughts

What is your advice for Aviation Industry Gareth
to manage risk, when survival is at stake. The aviation sector is continuing to face enormous challenges as a result of the measures taken around the world
Customer confidence is very low and
to deal with COVID-19. News reports are that many airlines are changing their businesses to adapt. They are
financial breakeven is very difficult in
having to dig deep. Just recently, we have seen a number of airlines around the world reporting large financial
coming years.
losses for their financial reporting periods.
What I would say is that many aviation businesses are very well run, and they are dealing with their enormous
challenges as best they can. Hopefully, other sectors can also learn from their actions.
There is a variety of publicly available material about the challenges that the aviation sector faces, for example:
IATA resources:
https://www.iata.org/en/programs/covid-19-resources-guidelines/
ICAO information:
https://www.icao.int/sustainability/Pages/Economic-Impacts-of-COVID-19.aspx
McKinsey piece on aviation and travel:
https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/travel-logistics-and-transport-infrastructure/our-insights/a-new-approach-intracking-travel-demand
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Your questions
Question

Our thoughts

Why do you say that the quality of work
Gareth
has suffered with WFH arrangement? the This is a fair comment. We are not suggesting that the quality of work overall has suffered in the WFH
challenges you quoted are valid for in
environment, only that it has introduced some new challenges that we all need to be aware of.
office working as well.
Refer to our sample information links for context.
There is an urgency within organisations, Abhi
and most leaders are operating from a
I strongly feel leaders need to invest their time and motivate employees on being enterprising in two aspects to
reactive lens. Lack of capacity, capability make this association really work positively under the circumstances:
and funding is real. What can you advise 1. Invest in Technology: The future will have a need for a proper work from home infrastructure by all employees.
leaders to do to ensure they are still
It not about whether organisations are giving additional funds to facilitate this but more about what if an
investing in developing their people (soft opportunity arises with a better prospect and the evaluation panel does take into consideration how enabled you
skills and hard skills) whist under the
are as now it has been 5 months so you otherwise could not have survived this period (working effectively for
cloud of cost cuts?
your current organisation). The truth is that future is uncertain right now and leaders need to think above and
beyond.
2. Invest in Learning: The timing is perfect for people to take up learning courses being offered online by many
institutes, they should look for acquiring additional subject matter expertise of their related area of work from the
comfort of their home. No doubt the opportunities may be less hereinafter but what you acquire now will help you
to leverage when one comes by. Every leader should propagate the need for each team member to develop
some additional skill in lieu of the possible automation that may impact their current scope of work.
Cost cutting is real and it will be best that as leaders they are transparent, encouraging and empathetic to ensure
people enhance their commercial awareness and act accordingly as leaders may be at times better placed to
pre-empt an outcome.
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Your questions
Question

Our thoughts

What the Emerging Risks do you foresee Abhi
aside business disruptions, change in
I feel that we need to revisit the post Spanish Flu era (circa 1918), which may have some good lessons learnt and
ways of workings for the next 12 months? potential threats. As the economic turbulence continues recession is an inherent threat which has already starting
showing signs in some parts of the world. The way COVID has impacted the aviation industry and travel and
tourism may also have a domino effect on the supporting industries that have thrived earlier. The potency of a war
cannot also be undermined especially considering the political unrest which is prevalent between some
neighbouring countries and countries whose trading ties have been impacted due to speculations on reasons for
spread of the virus. Pandemics have been “once in a 100 year predictions” and this one should reiterate that such
high-impact, low-probability risks simply cannot be ignored. Also, the lockdowns around the world alone will not
get the climate change and carbon emission to be self-managed, and we cannot ignore the top risks that were
already a core focus for countries around the world. The emerging risks haven’t changed due to COVID but yes
their ranking order may be different. I would suggest reading the World Economic Forum’s Risk Report 2020.
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IRM Qualifications
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Thank you
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